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AUTHOR’S NOTE

Since 2019 there have been a number of changes at DOXA and one of the
consequences of being considered an authority on all things DOXA is that
many people ask me questions about all things DOXA.
I thought it was time to write a small book updating the changes and the
new watches since the 50th Anniversary book was released. I considered
it would be a worthwhile addition to every DOXA fan’s library and only be
a couple of pages. I guess I should have known by now that a couple of
pages just wouldn’t do justice to the new era of DOXA watches.

Dr. Peter McClean Millar - September 2021
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The ICE Era – Another New Beginning
If we consider that the history of the DOXA SUB began in 1967 with the
release of the SUB 300 at the Basel Watch fair, then there have been 5
distinct periods between then and now.
Image 1 - Vintage SUB 300

Vintage - these are the ones from the late 1960s that defined what the
SUB 300 and 300T became: 1967 - approximately 1970
Synchron - The 300T design changed very little - slightly different bezel
markings and two thicker cases: 1970 - 1978
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Image 2 - Vintage SUB 300 Advert

Aubry - Aubry Freres bought Doxa and produced a number of different
models: 250T, 300T, 600T, 750T, 1000T, different dial markings,
different angular shaped case, a quartz movement and even a left sided
crown 750T: 1978 - approximately 1983 (final date very hard to pin down)
Marei - named after Rick Marei who for almost 20 years re-established
and built the Doxa brand to what it is today. He stuck pretty much to the
traditional SUB 300T / T-Graph design with a few exceptions: 2000 2019

ICE - This stands for Innovation, Consolidation and Expansion. 2019 Innovation - DOXA has Innovated the SUB design with the use of forged
carbon fiber as a case material. Many purists have voiced concern
regarding some new designs bearing the SUB name and the dramatic
increase in pricing but most agree that DOXA couldn't keep making
basically the same watch over and over again.
Consolidation - The Jenny family brought design, sales, marketing,
manufacture, distribution and service back under one organization.
Expansion - We are beginning to see the global expansion both in terms
of geography and in sales outlets. It's a bold move and may not be plain
sailing but again, it needed to be done to bring the DOXA SUB out of the
niche market.
During the Marei era the DOXA SUB was mainly sold online. There were a
couple of forays into bricks-and-mortar sales with several outlets
established in Texas, California and the Cayman Islands. However, by all
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accounts it was not particularly successful. With the passing of the Marei
era, a new management structure was put in place. Jan Edöcs, a veteran
in the watch industry, having previously worked for Omega, Swatch Group,
Milus and Hanhart and already a WALCA board member, joined DOXA as
the CEO.
His first task was to expand DOXA’s global footprint, get watches in front
of customers so they could actually touch and feel the SUB. Something
that is impossible with online sales. To date DOXA has partnered with a
number of distributers including: Watches of Switzerland in the USA, Time
and Tide Watches in Australia and James Porter and Son in the UK.

Image 3 – DOXA Retail Display

Jan got off to a bit of a rocky start when an interview he gave with ‘The
Hour Markers’ was published. The following passage raised a few
eyebrows among DOXA fans:

DOXA rebuilt their legacy of diver watches under your watch, what was
that like?
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DOXA is experiencing a fabulous rebirth. The community who knows
about DOXA Watches, but more important, for the younger generations,
DOXA represents the authenticity of a real story. About two years ago, we
decided to highlight its fabulous heritage in diver’s watches. We rebuilt
the brand image and a collection of new products that do not betray the
brand but, on the contrary, pay tribute to it and are perfectly aligned with
its DNA.
There was no mention of the previous 20 years or what had been achieved
during the Marei era. Many interpreted the passage as if he was trying to
take credit for everything during that time. It certainly sounded like it.
However, a couple of things should be remembered when reading this. (a)
It feels like the whole thing was pre-written by the DOXA Marketing
Department rather than being an off the cuff conversation. (b) It may have
originally been in German and was translated into English. (c) Edöcs is the
new keeper of the DOXA flame. He is the guardian of the heritage and the
captain at the wheel steering the ship towards the future and his decisions
will define the ICE era. In any organization, when a new guy comes in, the
last thing they want to do is talk about the previous guy. (d) Also, in
fairness at the end on one era and the start of another there really is a
new beginning and a new direction and DOXA went from a purely Limited
Edition production to a primarily non Limited Edition model range with
the introduction of a completely new, to DOXA, material case: carbon fiber
for the SUB 300 Carbon. It’s early days yet, the ICE era is just getting
started. We’ll let history be its judge.
Dr. Clive Cussler (1931 – 2020)
No history of DOXA could be complete without a mention of Clive Cussler.
Rick Marei may get the lion’s share of the credit for bringing the DOXA
SUB back from the dead but without Clive Cussler and his adventure hero:
Dirk Pitt there wouldn’t even be a DOXA SUB corpse to resuscitate.
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Clive was given the SUB 300T (shown below) when he left the California
dive shop he was working in to pursue his dream of becoming a novelist.
The DOXA SUB became Dirk Pitt’s watch and has been featured in most
Pitt novels. Pitt did wear an Omega in ‘Mediterranean Caper’ which was
the first book released but from then he sported a DOXA SUB. I’ll leave it
to DOXA fans to spot the changes to Clive’s watch over the years.

Image 4 – Dr. Clive Cussler

Sadly Dr. Clive Cussler passed away on the 24th of February 2020. The
world lost the grandmaster of adventure writing and also the man who
saved the DOXA SUB.
Hopefully at some time, the new DOXA management will honor the man
with a page on their website and something many fans would love to own:
A Cussler Edition SUB 300T.
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Image 5 – Dr. Clive Cussler’s SUB 300T
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The Jenny Fish
The Marei era introduced a branding item on the SUBs which, for a number
of DOXA collectors and fans, makes little sense. The Jenny Fish.
It has been on every SUB in the last 20 years except one: the SUB 250, and
there are always more instances of the Jenny fish on the watch than the
word DOXA. Bizarrely, it is also now being marketed as the DOXA fish!
Many people reading this may have never seen a vintage SUB 300 or SUB
300T caseback. This is what a DOXA logo looks like
Image 6 - Vintage SUB 300T Caseback

Jenny was established in 1963. They are most famous for the Jenny
Caribbean 1000 which used a patented Monobloc Triple Safe design.
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The case was milled from a single block of stainless steel with an enclosed
back. By dispensing with a conventional screw-down caseback and
associated gaskets it effectively eliminated a major area of the watch
which was vulnerable to water ingress. A simple but brilliant concept, it
allowed the design of a spectacularly innovative dive watch. Jenny
produced Monobloc cases for many watch makers including Ollech &
Wajs. In 1964 the O&W ‘Caribbean 1000 Triple-Safe case’ was launched
with a certified record-breaking depth rating of 1,000m (3,300ft).

Image 7 – Jenny Monobloc Case Design

The reality was that Jenny, which was a relatively unknown upstart, beat
all of the major players to a depth of 1,000 meters (3,300ft).
Everyone knows the DOXA Non Decompression bezel. Jenny also patented
a much more complex bezel. It indicated how much time was needed to
decompress based on the depth of the dive and amount of time spent
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Image 8 – Jenny Monobloc Case Patent

submerged. Although it was a much more comprehensive diving ‘tool’,
the simplicity of the DOXA Non Decompression (NoDeCo) bezel made it
easier to use and is the one history favors the most.
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Image 9 – Jenny Dive Table Bezel Patent
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Image 10 – Jenny Watches Logo

The Jenny fish logo is quite a clever design. Look closely at the image
above showing the Jenny Watches symbol, there is a big J running through
it. It starts as a dot at the dorsal fin and ends as a dot in the eye. Of course,
there is nothing even vaguely DOXA about it, which is not surprising as
historically there never was any association between the two companies.
The Jenny family bought the DOXA brand in 1997 but it wasn’t until 2002
that the SUB came back to life sporting the Jenny fish on the caseback,
crown and bracelet clasp. The ICE era watches have made it even more
prominent with the fish logo on the crown being enameled in orange.
Most companies keep their histories separate. Rolex does not brand
Tudor. Toyota does not brand Lexus but Jenny own DOXA and are at
liberty to do whatever they like to the watches and many people will not
know the history or care. However, for purists, the Jenny branding
muddies the water of both the Jenny and DOXA heritage. When Aubry
Frères took over DOXA in the 1980s they used the slogan: DOXA by Aubry
of Switzerland. Synchron did the same. Jenny chose not to do that.
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Image 11 - SUB 300T Caribbean

However, there is a tenuous historical precedent for including the Jenny
fish on a DOXA SUB. In the 1960’s and 1970’s, when Jenny supplied their
cases, watch parts and even finished watches to other companies, some
of whom were competitors, they always made sure that it was identified
as a Jenny product. Monobloc cases had the Jenny fish on the caseback
and some companies even retained the Jenny fish on the crown.
Jenny manufacture the DOXA SUB so incorporating the Jenny fish on
watches is certainly in keeping with what they did 60 years ago. The
difference now is that the cases are manufactured by another Jenny
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company: WALCA and the DOXA cases are not original Jenny designs. With
one exception. The Marei era SUB 4000T was an inhouse, Jenny designed
watch. A bold move but not a commercial or critical success.

Image 12 – SUB 4000T Sharkhunter
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As a chronicler of DOXA history for the past twenty years it saddens me
to see another company logo become the major symbol on a DOXA SUB.
Whatever the reason and whether DOXA fans like it or not, the Jenny fish
has become part of the DOXA SUB history. However, it is not a DOXA fish
and it could be argued that it has no place on the watch. Just because
something can be done, it does not always mean that it should be done.
It seems strange to think that the Jenny family would be happy seeing the
logo associated with the greatest achievements in their history be called
by another company’s name. In years to come will people look at the back
of a Jenny Caribbean Triple-Safe and assume it was invented by DOXA?
Werner Jenny would be appalled at the thought of that happening.
Image 13 – Jenny Caribbean Triple Safe
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The Watches
SUB 300

Image 14 – Vintage and Modern SUB 300 Black Lung
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The first ICE Era watches were really Marei Era holdovers. The SUB 300 is
based on, arguably, the most sought-after vintage SUB, the: US Divers SUB
300.
The 50th Anniversary SUB 300 was the final hurrah of the Marei era and
pretty much got everything right for DOXA fans and collectors. It was
almost an exact reproduction of the vintage SUB 300 from 50 years before
but with a modern ETA 2824-2 COSC certification movement, sapphire
crystal, 120 click bezel and improved bracelet. It was ultimately released
in Professional, Sharkhunter and Searambler versions, each limited to 300
pieces.

Image 15 – SUB 300 professional
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Here we will pause and have a quick quiz for the eagle eyed DOXA fans.
Look at the image above and then at the other images of the US Divers
and ICE era SUB 300 Professionals. What do you notice which indicates
that the watch shown above is a prototype / review watch?
Give up? Below is a larger shot of the dial. Look closely at the size of the
lume on the seconds hand. Notice how much bigger it is and how much
smaller the black surround is?
Image 16 – SUB 300 professional
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50th Anniversary US Divers

Later in 2017
the watch that
everyone knew had
to come was released.
The 50th Anniversary SUB 300
US Divers Professional edition.
It was limited to 300 retail pieces and
another 50, not for sale, internal watches
issued only to dive instructors of Aqua
Lung and DOXA employees who contributed
to the release of the 50th Anniversary SUB.
Due to public demand, DOXA quickly followed the Professional US Divers
edition with Sharkhunter (200 pieces) and Searambler (300 pieces)
versions. The Sharkhunter was actually released in two batches of 100
each. Limited Edition XXX/100 and Second Edition XXX/100.
Image 17 – SUB 300 professional Black Lung
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The initial 50th Anniversary SUB 300 was released end of 2016 early 2017.
It just said 50th Anniversary on the back. No dates. Because it was meant
to be a 2017 watch but went out in late 2016 many bloggers wrote that
the first SUB 300 was released in 1966. They obviously never read the
40th Anniversary DOXA book! The SUB 300 had been in development
years before but it was not officially released until the Basel Watch Fair in
April 1967.

Image 18 – SUB 300 professional Black Lung Caseback

The images don’t do the 50th Anniversary US Divers SUB 300 justice but
they show just what a beautifully executed watch the US Divers version is.
The DOXA Sailing Ship logo was seen on a modern SUB for the first time,
so was the DOXA crown. The bracelet tapered outwards at the endpieces
to match the line of the case, just as the vintage bracelet had 50 years
earlier. The dimensions were mostly the same as the vintage SUB 300,
which were: 45mm lug to lug, 45mm wide including the crown and 20mm
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lug width. The domed Perspex crystal took the height to 12mm. The
difference with the modern SUB 300 was the height. The ‘Top Hat’ style
raised sapphire crystal made the watch height 14mm.
The 50th Anniversary SUB 300 editions were some of the fastest selling
Limited Edition watches ever produced during the Marei era. The US Diver
versions sold out within days. It probably surprised no-one, but it did
generate a certain amount of controversy when one of the first watches
introduced at the start of the ICE era was a SUB 300.

Image 19 – SUB 300 professional Black Lung and non-LE Version
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Not unexpectedly the watches were the same as the 50th Anniversary
versions save for a few minor and two major changes. The minor changes
were: the crown no longer said DOXA on it, instead there was an orange
enameled Jenny fish. The dial fonts were different and the caseback, while
still retaining the DOXA sailing ship, no longer said 50th Anniversary. The
lume color changed from an off white to light green. Interestingly, the
new font is very similar to that used on the vintage watches and may even
be the same one.
The major changes were the loss of the US Divers Aqua-Lung logo and
the bezel was now metric rather than imperial. A number of people voiced
the opinion that releasing a watch that so closely resembled the 50th
Anniversary edition devalued the 50th edition. The reality was that the SUB
300 was such a classic DOXA SUB and was such a big hit with collectors
that there was no way DOXA could not release a non-limited version. It
was inevitable, if perhaps a little too soon for a number of people.
Image 20 – 3 versions of the SUB 300 Black Lung
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Image 21 – SUB 300 divingstar
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The ICE era SUB 300 is available in the four DOXA primary colours of
orange (professional), black (sharkhunter), silver (searambler and yellow
(divingstar) along with blue (caribbean) and turquoise (aquamarine). Note
that ICE era SUBs do not capitalize the names of the model. This was how
it was done on vintage SUB dials. Along with the classic Beads of Rice (BOR)
bracelet they are available with matching color straps.

Image 22 –SUB 300 searambler
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Error Hand
When the SUB 300 Searambler edition was released in 2021, it stirred up
a bit of controversy. A look at the following image will show that the
placement of the lume is in the middle of the minute hand rather than
towards the end as normal.
Image 23 – SUB 300 searambler ‘Error Hand’
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DOXA US Customer service team confirmed:

The lume on the minute
hand for the SUB 300
Searambler is closer to
the edge of the hand.
This is consistent with
the picture shown on
our website. Some early
units had the lume closer
to the middle, but this has
since been corrected.
DOXA offered to replace the
‘error hand’ with the correct one,
however, it is not known either if
anyone took them up on that offer
or how many watches were
issued with the ‘error hand’.
Ultimately the release of the watch
with those hands created a nice
little, very Limited Edition within
a non LE watch. The betting is
that most people would have
opted to keep the watch as is.
Image 24 – SUB 300 aquamarine ‘Error Hand’
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SUB 300T

Image 25 – SUB 300T professional
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Just as with the SUB 300, DOXA needed to release a non Limited Edition
SUB 300T and also just like the SUB 300 they first produced a 50 th
Anniversary edition.
The 300T looked very similar to the older SUB 1000T, not surprisingly, as
it used the same case. The SUB 1000T and the SUB 1200T were almost
identical watches, the major differences being that the 1200T not only
upgraded the depth rating but added a Helium Escape Valve (HEV). The
SUB 300T changed to a flat crystal which, as can be seen in the image
below, negates the dial distortion when viewed from an angle. Like the
SUB 300, the dial font used was the vintage style.

Image 26 – SUB 300T – SUB 1200T Crystals

The 50th 300T watches took the 1000T case and added a different profile
bezel. From a side profile it looked much closer to that used on the vintage
SUB 300T. It also used a similar caseback to the 50th 300T in that it had
the classic DOXA sailing ship instead of the Jenny fish. The crown did not
say DOXA but had reverted to the Jenny fish which was also now painted
/ enameled in orange. The bracelet was flared towards the case in the
same way the bracelet on the 300 was.
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There was one other change made to the 50th 300T and that was the
bracelet clasp. Whereas the 300 used the same clasp from almost all of
the Marei era SUBs, the 300T introduced a very slightly smaller version of
the adjustable clasp used on the SUB 5000T.

Image 27 – SUB 300T – SUB 1200T Clasps

The adjustable clasp made for very easy resizing not just while wearing a
wetsuit but also allowed for easy adjustment for wearers during the day
to loosen or tighten the bracelet for comfort. The old style bracelet divers
extension used a one size fits all, folding design.
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Image 28 – SUB 300T – SUB 1200T Clasps

The one area where the Doxa designers may have missed the mark was in
the new bracelet endpieces. The old endpieces were almost flush with the
side of the case. The new endpieces protrude significantly, ruining the
line of the case. What the new endpieces also do is restrict the articulation
of the bracelet at the final link.
Several months after the 50th Anniversary SUB 300T was released several
buyers commented that the watch they bough had a HEV. Posted images
showed that indeed the case now incorporated a HEV. DOXA confirmed
that as of July 2020 all the SUB 300T watches would incorporate the HEV.
It is not known how many non HEV and HEV 50th Anniversary watches were
sold. The watch transitioned into the non Limited Edition version that is
sold now. The caseback no longer says 50th Anniversary Edition but now
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Image 29 – SUB 300T – 50th Anniversary caseback
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Image 30 – SUB 1200T – SUB 300T HEV

has Helium Valve written there instead.
Looking at the side view of both the 1200T and 300t it can clearly be seen
that the HEV positioning is exactly the same, both are offset / misaligned
too close to the top of the case. Functionally it is not a problem but
aesthetically it looks bad and could so easily have been avoided.
The most likely reason behind the whole HEV or not situation is that when
DOXA took over the inventory from the Marei era there was a surplus of
SUB 1000T and 1200T cases. It is very likely that the 50th Anniversary SUB
300T used the 1000T case with no HEV and when they were exhausted,
DOXA started to use the 1200T case. It would also explain why the HEV
positioning was never fixed.
As mentioned before the bezel has a new thinner side profile but there is
one other change from the one used on the SUB 1200T that had a few
people scratching their heads.
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Image 31 – SUB 300T 50th Anniversary searambler
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Image 32 – SUB 1200T – SUB 300T

The subtle difference between the bezels is the black 'dot' in the inner 60
minute ring of the bezel of the SUB 300T. It is black paint whereas the one
on the SUB 1200T is made of luminous material. Interestingly, the orange
dot between 60 and FT on the outer ring of the 300T bezel is very faintly
luminous but of such low intensity and longevity as to be useless.
It seems strange that DOXA would change the Marei era configuration of
orange paint outer dot and luminous inner dot because it was historically
correct for the vintage SUB 300T. The original SUB 300 from 1967 had the
configuration of orange paint outer dot / black paint inner dot but with
the release of the vintage 300T it changed to orange paint outer dot and
luminous inner dot. That became the standard for Synchron and Marei era
watches. It is unknown why the ICE era watches have broken with
tradition. It is all the more surprising when you see how the other change
to the bezel brought back a design cue from the vintage SUB 300T.
At the time of writing the SUB 300T is available in 6 dial colors. After 20
years of limited editions, it is great to see that DOXA finally have the
“standard” SUB 300 and 300T available all the time.
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Image 33 – SUB 300T sharkhunter
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Image 34 – SUB 300T aquamarine
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T.Graph

One of the most sought-after vintage
DOXA SUBs is the T.Graph. There were a
number of iterations of it during the Marei
era: the SUB 600, SUB 600 40th Anniversary
and SUB 300 50th Anniversary. All great
watches but none perfect.

Image 35 – T.Graph and Diver
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The ICE era introduced a new version that brought us closer to the perfect
replacement for the vintage one.
At the Basel Watch Fair in April 2019, DOXA showed off the most
expensive watch they have ever produced. Valued at $70,000, the 18k
solid rose gold SUB 200 T.Graph was eyewateringly blingy and
eyewateringly expensive and was limited to 13 watches.
Image 36 – Gold T.Graph
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The watch caused a certain amount of controversy. Not just because of
the price but because it was known that the original publicity watch was
actually a steel version that had been gold plated. Then the following
picture was released.

Image 37 – Gold T.Graphs

Eagle eyed viewers of the image will notice that the bezels of the watches
are badly scratched. Not something a prospective buyer spending
$70,000 would like to see. However, the most head scratching thing was
that both watches showed 01/13 on the dial!
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The gold T.Graph never appeared for sale so assuming they were
manufactured, either there already were 13 well-heeled buyers waiting or
the watches were presents for clients or internal use. Whatever the real
story behind the gold T.Graph is, it really doesn’t matter because the
Limited Edition of 300, SUB 200 T.Graph released several months later is
the real deal and even though it is DOXA’s most expensive watch on sale,
it is far cheaper at $4,900.

Image 38 – SUB 200 T.Graph
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The dimension of 43mm wide, 46mm lug to lug and 15mm thick are
almost exactly the same as the vintage T.Graph which was slightly thinner
at 14mm. It looks exactly the same as the original Metric bezel version
and it even uses a vintage hand wound movement.
The new SUB 200 T.Graph is powered by a Valjoux 7734. It is a 17 jewels
movement based on the 7733 with the addition of a date function and
runs at 18,000 bph and was manufactured until around 1974. DOXA
advertise it as: ‘the historical original VALJOUX 7734 movement’. This is
not strictly correct.

Image 39 – Vintage T.Graph Movement

The original T-Graph had an Eberhard 310-82 chronograph movement
which DOXA named the caliber 287. It has been claimed that Eberhard
was part of the Synchron group but there is no evidence to support this.
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Synchron was created by Chronos Holding SA and consisted of Cyma,
Doxa, and Ernest Borel. Chronos Holding was previously created by
ASUAG (“Allgemeine Schweizerische Uhrenindustrie AG”, French “Société
Générale de l'Horlogerie Suisse”). ASUAG was formed in 1931 by a group
of Swiss watch companies in order to protect the industry from financial
collapse. In 1985 it became part of SMH which is now the Swatch Group.
A little-known fact about the Valjoux 7734 is that after the introduction
of the ETA/Valjoux caliber 7750 automatic chronograph movement, the
machinery used to produce the 7734 was sold to the USSR. This transfer
of technology spawned the Poljot caliber 3133. Not surprisingly a good
proportion of the parts of the Poljot 3133 are identical to those in the
Valjoux 7734. The main differences between the two calibers are that the
Poljot has all chronograph related gears running in jewels, and the
glucydur balance swings in a Poljot developed shock protection system.
The SUB 200 T.Graph is rated for a depth of 200 meters and just like the
original, the pushers cannot be used underwater. What is interesting is
that even though the vintage T.Graph was named 200, it was advertised
as tested at depths up to 990 ft (300 meters).
The new watch is probably as close to a vintage SUB 200 T.Graph as you
can get. The dial retains the period / dot after SUB which was only ever
used on the vintage T.Graph dial. The bezel even retains the original 60
clicks. Really the only modern upgrades are the use of a sapphire crystal
as opposed to the original mineral glass and the bracelet is the modern
Beads of Rice version.
The watch can also be bought with an orange rubber strap and at the time
of writing is still available.
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Image 40 – SUB 200 T.Graph
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Image 41 – Vintage T.Graph Advert
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SUB 300 Carbon

Image 42 – SUB 300 Carbon

Forged Carbon
Let’s start by dispelling a myth that you may have heard about when
someone described the production of forged carbon watch cases. If you
read something like “strips of carbon are cut and placed into a mold,
where under tremendous heat and pressure they melt and bond with a
resin”, forget it, it is wrong.
At normal atmospheric pressure, carbon does not melt when heated, it
sublimes. i.e. it undergoes a phase change directly from solid to gas. It
has the highest melting point of any element on earth. If the pressure is
increased to 10 atmospheres carbon (graphite) is observed to melt at
3550 °C (6422 °F). That is over half the temperature of the surface of the
sun: 5,600 °C (10,000 °F). Good luck designing a rig to accommodate
those temperatures to make a forged carbon case. Wear thick gloves and
stand far back. Very, very, very thick gloves and very, very, very far back.
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So what is forged carbon and how is it made and is it any good as a watch
case?
Before describing what forged carbon is, let’s talk about what it isn’t. It
isn’t a typical Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer or Plastic (CFRP). Pretty
much everyone has come across CFRPs.

They are commonly used

wherever high strength-to-weight ratio and stiffness (rigidity) are
required, such as aerospace, automotive, and sports equipment. Just
think motor racing and CFRPs are everywhere.

Image 43 – Carbon Fiber Component

A common method of producing parts is by layering sheets of carbon fiber
cloth into a mold in the shape of the final product. The alignment and
weave of the cloth fibers is chosen to optimize the strength and stiffness
properties of the resulting material. The mold is then filled with epoxy
and is heated or air-cured. The resulting part is very corrosion-resistant,
stiff, and strong for its weight. This type of CFRP can be further machined
and cut into more complex shapes. The Hublot Big Bang All Carbon is a
great example of this type of carbon fiber watch.
However, that is not how a forged carbon watch case is made. Forged
carbon composite starts with chopping carbon fiber strands into little
pieces. They are then mixed into a resin or uncured plastic binder to form
a paste that is placed into a mold. This is compressed to a high pressure
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and depending on which type of resin / plastic used it may be heated to
a temperature of around 400 °C (752 °F).
It is this fabrication process which ensures every watch case looks
different, because the mottled effect is different and unique every time.
Having said that go back and look at the first image in this chapter. All
the cases have exactly the same markings. Gotta love Photoshop!
The advantages of forged carbon are that it is almost as strong as
traditional carbon fiber, but is more economical and faster to produce
parts and is suited to volume production. You can thank a collaboration
between Lamborghini, Callaway Golf Company and the University of
Washington almost twenty years ago for the invention of forged carbon.
Image 44 – SUB 300 Carbon Caseback
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However, for a watch case, that is not the end of the story. You can't
machine threads in forged carbon. Well, you can but there is not much
point as they are not of any use especially if you want to make a dive
watch.
What is needed is a metal case into which is placed the complete watch
and the caseback and crown are screwed into. In effect the forged carbon
case becomes an outer shell for the watch. In the case of the SUB 300
Carbon, the metal inner holder and caseback are made from titanium.
Disadvantages of forged carbon depend on the composition of the resin
/ plastic binder used. Early models of the Audemars Piguet Royal Oak
Offshore Diver Carbon had problems of ‘bits’ peeling off the bezel and
the sharp edges of the cases rounding. However later production models
seemed to have fixed the problem. It is unknown exactly what process is
involved with producing the SUB 300 Carbon but in all likelihood the cases
should be able to withstand anything their owners thrown at them in daily
wear.
Image 45 – SUB 300 Carbon Bezel
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SUB 300 Carbon US Divers Sharkhunter
Early 2020 saw the release of the Limited Edition US Divers SUB 300
Carbon.

An idea that was born during the Marei era finally came to

fruition. It was another first for DOXA. A SUB not made from stainless steel
but from an exotic engineering material. You have just read all about that
material. What about the watch?
For starters, forged carbon and titanium make for an incredibly light
watch. Coupled with the rubber strap the whole ensemble weighs a mere
87 grams. The watch is identical in size to the steel SUB 300 it is based
on and also includes the same high dome ‘Top Hat’ style crystal and is
powered by a COSC certified ETA 2824-2 movement. DOXA used forged
carbon wherever possible on the watch. The bezel, the winding crown and
even the dial. Another first for DOXA was the use of a black datewheel.
Something that is not present in the non limited SUB 300 Carbon which
Image 46 – SUB 300 Carbon US Divers Sharkhunter
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Image 47 – SUB 300 Carbon US Divers Sharkhunter
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came later. Of course, then there is the pièce de résistance: the US Divers
Aqua-Lung logo on the dial.
Another first for DOXA was the use of a rubber strap that needs to be cut
to size to fit the wearers wrist. The strap then locks into the PVD treated
steel clasp which has an internal micro adjustment ratchet mechanism
that allows for the increased wrist thickness when wearing a wet suit or
normal anatomical swelling or shrinkage during hot or cold weather.
The SUB 300 US Divers Carbon Sharkhunter is a watch that really stands
out from previous DOXA SUBs because of the number of firsts it
embodied. As well as those already mentioned it stood out by using a
yellow minute hand which was almost the same shade as the US Divers
logo and outer bezel ring numbers. However, there was one first that
probably wasn’t as well received as the other: the price. The US Divers SUB
300 Carbon retails at US$4,790 making it almost the most expensive SUB
DOXA ever put on general release. There is one other SUB with a valuation
that makes the Carbon’s price tag look like an absolute bargain, The gold
T.Graph. At the time of writing, some eighteen months after release, the
SUB 300 US Divers Carbon is still available for sale. Many people believe
this is primarily due to the price.
Image 48 – SUB 300 Carbon Prototype?
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There was an image of a Carbon SUB that appeared which showed what
looked to be a US Divers version with an orange minute hand and bezel
markers but with no US Divers logo. It is not known if this was a prototype
of the watch or a non Limited Edition version that never made it into
production.

SUB 300 Carbon Non Limited
The uniqueness of the US Divers version didn’t last long because shortly
after its release DOXA unveiled what is now affectionately known as the
‘Jelly Bean’ collection of forged carbon watches. Another look at the image
at the top of this chapter will leave you in no doubt as to why the name is
apt.
Image 49 – SUB 300 Carbon divingstar and aquamarine
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Like the US Divers Carbon the non limited versions initially used a COSC
certified ETA 2824-2, however this movement was later changed to a
comparable COSC Sellita SW200-1 due to the supply restrictions enforced
by the Swatch group.
Another major change to the non limited versions is that the dial is no
longer forged carbon. The solid dial color is a match for the rubber strap
and bezel numbers except on the darker dials where the bezel numbers
are orange. The price for the non limited SUB 300 Carbon is US$3,890.
Less than the US Divers edition but still higher than any other DOXA SUB
in the last twenty years.
Image 50 – SUB 300 Carbon caribbean

It could be argued that before dive computers a dive watch used to be
90% function and 10% fashion. Nowadays the ratios have changed and
certainly for the SUB 300 Carbon it may be 10% function and 90% fashion.
It was obviously a conscious decision to go for a change of style and
market segment. The watch is eye catching, has a trendy summer vibe
and seems like it is aimed at the younger, cooler hip and funky crowd
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Image 51 – SUB 300 Carbon divingstar
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rather than the Scuba diving demographic of old. It is very difficult to
gauge how successful DOXA has been in selling the watch.
In the past when a new SUB was released you would see people posting
pictures and wristshots of the watch all over the DOXA and Dive Watch
forums and Facebook and Instagram. There is a definite paucity of SUB
300 Carbon watches anywhere. Of course, that may just be because the
people who are buying the Carbon don’t hang out in these places.
Whatever the reason the SUB 300 Carbon does seem to be pretty thin on
the ground.

Image 52 – SUB 300 Carbon searambler
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Image 53 – SUB 300 Carbon professional
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200
Question time. What defines a DOXA SUB? In 1967 it was a NoDeCo bezel.
It was an orange dial with large rectangular luminous markers. It was the
use of a dwarf hour hand. It was a Tonneau shaped case and it was a BOR
bracelet. The orange dial was later joined by black, silver and yellow
versions. The design of the SUB stayed like that through the Synchron era
and into the Aubry era when things changed. An angular case was added
to the stable. A standard 60 minute bezel was also now an option and the
dwarf hour hand was increased in size to match the minute hand. The
lume markers also morphed into a triangular shape. DOXA ended up not
only selling the classic SUB but also watches like these.

Image 54 – Aubry Era SUB 600T professional

It still had hands that mostly resembled DOXA style hands and DOXA style
markers but other than that, it was pretty far from the original iconic SUB
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design. It is not known how well the Aubry SUBs sold. The Aubry era was
the dying embers of the vintage SUB. They do turn up for sale occasionally
but are not as common as the vintage and Synchron era watches.
During the Marei era things went back to the vintage look. There were a
couple of excursions with the SUB 250, SUB 4000T and SUB 300 T-Graph
but other than that all the watches were unmistakably a DOXA SUB.
With the advent of the ICE era, the new DOXA management threw the
classic design playbook right out the window. Actually, they never even
opened the window before heaving it out. The new playbook or lack of
one, gave birth to what is now classed as a DOXA SUB. The 200. Other
than having a BOR bracelet the watch bears as much resemblance to a
classic DOXA SUB as does a bowl of spaghetti!
Like the SUB 300 Carbon the 200 was going for the summer cool vibe.
Image 55 – SUB 200 Colors
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The 200 may not have looked anything like a classic DOXA SUB but neither
was its price. Selling for $990 with bracelet or $950 on matching rubber
strap, the 200 is less than half the price of the classic SUB 300T and is
seen as an affordable entry into the DOXA brand.

Image 56 – SUB 200 – 130 Year Anniversary

Initially released at the Basel watch fair in April 2019 as a 130th
Anniversary Limited Edition of 130 timepieces, the watch sold for $1,190.
The difference between the 130th and the non Limited Edition was the
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inclusion of 130 YEARS in red on the
dial and a red seconds hand. The
caseback

was

a

special

130th

Anniversary version.
It seemed a strange watch to release
as a 130th Anniversary as it was really
more

suited

to

being

a

65th

Anniversary of DOXA dive watches.
The 200 is powered by the familiar
ETA 2824-2 and fitted with a Beads
of

Rice

bracelet

with

19mm

endpieces. The 60 minute bezel has
lumed

numbers

and

sapphire

covering the insert.
Image 57 – SUB 200 – 130 Year Anniversary Caseback

Just like the non Limited Edition version the case is 42mm wide and Lug
to lug length is 45mm. A domed sapphire crystal gives the watch a 14mm
thickness. The watch is depth rated to 200 Meters. Like most modern
DOXAs, three Jenny fish adorn the case, crown and bracelet.
Many people wondered why DOXA would release a watch with a case that
bore absolutely no resemblance to a SUB whatsoever, but there was some
method in their madness.
Several years before the advent of the SUB 300 in 1967, DOXA released
its first dive watch. It is that watch that the 200 is based on. The watch
was not called the SUB 200. The reference number for the watch was
11804-4 and it used a case manufactured by Huguenin Frères et Cie SA.
Huguenin Frères was established in 1868, by a young engraver Fritz
Huguenin and his brother Guillocheur Albert when they set up a small
watch-case design workshop. Almost 100 years later they became best
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known for supplying cases for the Omega Speedmaster. The case used for
the 11804-4 was similar to that used by Omega for the Seamaster 300
and Eberhard’s Scafograf. It was named a SHARK-HUNTER and was
actually rated to a water depth of 300 Meters.

Image 58 – Vintage DOXA Shark-Hunter
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At the time of writing DOXA had just released a seventh color for the 200.
It is called the Whitepearl and like the other six color versions is available
with BOR bracelet and matching white rubber strap.
Most publicity shots of the watch show black hands and hour markers but
in reality, the hour markers look to be polished or brushed steel. They
look black in some images probably because the photographer is using a
black card overhead to reduce spurious light reflection and the markers
pick up this black and hence, they also look black.

Image 59 – SUB 200 Whitepearl Anniversary
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Image 60 – SUB 200 – 130 Year Anniversary
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200 C-Graph
If the 200 was a DOXA SUB that looked nothing like a classic DOXA SUB
then the C-Graph is its bigger uncle with no heritage at all.

Image 61 – SUB 200 C-Graph
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There really isn’t much to write about the C-Graph because there just
aren’t any of them about. It was supposedly released at the end of 2019
if you believe the review / infomercials that announced the watch but has
anyone ever seen one in the wild? It sure doesn’t look like it. These
watches are rarer than a teetotaler at an Irish wake.
Interestingly enough, there was no mention of what movement powered
the 3 register (tri-compax) watch. It isn’t mentioned on DOXA’s website
and they haven’t been forthcoming with the information. The watch
movement sleuths did however opine that because the constant seconds
are located at nine o'clock, the C-Graph is likely powered by either an ETA
7753 or it's Selitta counterpart, the SW 510.
The watch dimensions are listed as: Diameter: 45.00 mm, Lug to lug:
49.00 mm, Thickness: 17.25 mm with a box sapphire crystal and 20 mm
lug width. It costs $2,790 on a BOR bracelet or $2,750 on a matching
rubber strap. The C-Graph is strikingly similar to the 200, using the same
case shape, only larger. Same style bezel and same hands and dial
markers. It is also available in what is now the standard 6 dial colors:
orange, black, silver, blue, turquoise and yellow.
Hopefully in the future there will be more to write about the watch.
Image 62 – SUB 200 – C-Graph
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600T Pacific
In late August 2021, DOXA announced the pre-order of the SUB 600T
Pacific. It was a Limited Edition of 200 watches, named the Pacific in honor
of a collaboration with Time+Tide, a watch retail outlet and blog site
Image 63 – SUB 600T Pacific
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based in Australia, with the dial and bezel shade of blue chosen to match
the blue of the Pacific Ocean.
The SUB 600T Pacific was based on a design first introduced during the
Aubry era. The price was US$1,990 which was very competitive for a
Limited Edition, given how expensive the US Divers SUB 300 Carbon was.

Image 64 – Aubry Era 600T sharkhunter and searambler

The new Aubry design introduced a non-symmetrical angular case with
an offset winding crown at 4 0’clock. The other changes were: resizing
the hour hand so it was the same width as the minute hand, using
diamond shaped hour markers and introducing a quartz movement
version. The other big change was that the bezel used an aluminum insert
rather than being a stamped one piece and there was now a DOXA SUB
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Image 65 - Aubry Era SUB 600T Models
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which didn’t have a NoDeCo bezel. The image above shows one page of
an Aubry era catalog. The 40th Anniversary book shows the full catalog
which has 12 pages and shows numerous versions of the DOXA SUB:
250T, 300T, 600T, 750T, 1000T and even a left-handed crown version.
There was also an angular case SUB where the crown was at 3 o’clock.
The new SUB 600T Pacific keeps almost the same dimensions as the
vintage 600T which were: Lug to Lug = 47.3mm, Width = 39.3mm, Height
= 13.7mm and Lugs = 20mm. The new watch measure 40mm wide,
47.6mm Lug to Lug with a height of 14.15mm. It uses a ceramic NoDeCo
bezel insert. True to form, the SUB 600T carried a Jenny fish on the
caseback, on the rubber strap clasp and an orange version on the crown.

Image 66 – SUB 600T Pacific Caseback
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What really makes the SUB 600T unique are two things: (a) it is the first
angular case SUB to be made in Titanium and (b) it is the first SUB not to
have a date window.
After the success of the SUB 800Ti and the Mission 31, both of which were
made from Titanium, many DOXA fans had been calling for another
Titanium model. With the SUB 600T Pacific, DOXA answered those calls.

Image 67 – Mission 31 Watches

At the time of writing there is still five weeks before the Pacific is delivered
to customers so there are still a few unknowns about the watch.
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ETA have stopped supplying movements to anyone outside the Swatch
group so many manufacturers had to turn to other movement
manufacturers.
Initially it was thought that the SUB 600T Pacific was designed with no
date because of the inability to secure enough date wheel movements.
However, Doxa are using a Sellita SW200-1 in the 600T. It is equal to the
ETA 2824-2 which has been the SUB mainstay for the last 20 years but it
is not supplied in a no date automatic version, so DOXA will have to have
modified the movement to disable the date function.
Going with a no date SUB is definitely a bold design move but not entirely
surprising as the ICE era management is definitely living up the Innovation
aspect of the era.
The SUB 600T Pacific is expected to be the vanguard of more Aubry era
design watches. Fans are already calling for a stainless-steel version.
Anyone betting it won’t happen?
Image 68 – SUB 600T Pacific
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DOXA Army
In almost 20 years of writing about DOXA watches, this is the first time
writing about a DOXA that may or may not exist. The vintage DOXA Army
exists and is a bit of a strange beast, the story of whether an ICE era
version exists is even stranger.
The DOXA Army is a watch that up until recently, very few people knew
much about and even less people had ever owned one or even seen one
in real life. There were a couple of pictures of one in the 40th DOXA book
but they were added at the last minute because the watch literally
appeared out of nowhere just before printing.
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Image 69 – Vintage DOXA Army

There was next to no information about the watch and it seemed to be a
DOXA in name only. Yes it used a classic DOXA Tonneau case but it didn’t
have a NoDeCo bezel and didn’t use classic DOXA SUB hands. The watch
shipped on a Tropic strap and not the DOXA SUB Beads of Rice bracelet.
The movement was a Synchron 21 Jewels 118 which is an ETA 2472. Some
watches have a signed Synchron rotor, others show a Doxa rotor and 17
Jewels. Possibly an ETA 2852. It was released in the early 1970s when
DOXA was part of the Synchron group.
The DOXA Army was produced with a black coating. The coating didn’t
adhere particularly well to the watch and flaked off over time. Many people
removed what was left leaving a somewhat mottled appearance on the
case. Presumably the case was bead blasted prior to coating in order to
give a better surface for the coating to adhere to. This left an "orange
peel" surface on the watch case.
Image 70 – Vintage DOXA Army
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What is interesting is that although the Army was released during the
Synchron era the case used was the first generation SUB 300T case, which
was the thinnest of all the vintage cases. The thickest were the last
Synchron generation cases. But for whatever unknown reason DOXA /
Synchron decided not to use it. The Army measured 45mm lug to lug,
45mm wide (including the crown) and 13mm high. It used a flat mineral
crystal and the lug width was 20mm.

Image 71 – Vintage DOXA Army

The Army was produced around the beginning of the 1970s and was
supposed to have been made for the Swiss Army but there was no way to
verify that. DOXA, however, did supply watches to the Swiss military. The
following is an excerpt from the 50th Doxa book:

Between 1969 and 1975, in small batches, the Swiss Army Divers acquired
approximately 150 watches. Case backs and dials differ between batches
(eg some with DOXA or Synchron logo or without), but all have the Swiss
cross, EMD (Eidgenössisches Militärdepartment, which translates to: Swiss
Federal Military Department) and the diver’s number engraved.
The EMD DOXAs can be easily identified as they have the Swiss Cross on
the caseback. No DOXA Army watches have ever been seen with this
emblem. However, there is also nothing to say that one day we will find
evidence that the DOXA Army was supplied to some branch of the military.
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Image 72 – Vintage DOXA Army Caseback

So what exactly was the Army? Who was it manufactured for, aimed to sell
to and how many were made? None of these questions can be answered
with any degree of certainty. The bezel is a 60 minute countdown rather
than a standard 60 minute elapsed bezel found on just about every other
dive watch and the hands and dial are completely different to the standard
SUB dive watch. It may have been more of a fashion statement rather than
aimed at the Scuba crowd. A picture of it in a Synchron catalog shows it
on the same page as other fashion watches rather than beside the SUB
300T. Each DOXA Army was supplied in a zipper bag made of camouflage
cloth. Probably not a surprise to know a few were used as pencil cases.
So how many were made? That’s a tough question. With no official
documentation to go on, the only thing you can do is look at the serial
numbers on watches that have appeared. The serial numbers appear in
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Image 73 – Synchron Catalog

the range 6675837 to 6676123. If we assume that DOXA allocated a range
of numbers for the Army then we could assume that there were around
300 watches made. However, given that there have been so few DOXA
Army’s ever seen, the guess is that the serial numbers were just a
standard numerical progression for both the Army and the SUB 300T
watches produced at the time. As the casebacks also show the model
number (11899-4 for the 300T and 11891-4 for the Army) then that is
likely how the watches were tabulated. Model number rather than
production serial number. If that is correct then there really is no way to
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know how many Army watches were made but it is very likely far, far less
than 300. And that is pretty much where the Army story ended other than
there had been some effort to revive it during the Marei era but it never
got much traction.
Then in March 2021 the Synchron Military was released.

Image 74 – Synchron Military

It came as a surprise to many people but the most shocked were probably
the management at DOXA. The Synchron Military was released in a limited
run of 500 watches. 250 were in uncoated Stainless Steel and 250 had a
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black PVD coating. What stunned everyone was that the 250 uncoated
watches sold out in 24 hours. The coated ones were all gone 5 days later.
The general consensus at the time was that DOXA hadn’t been working
on an Army and didn’t have a prototype. However, they released the
following image with the by-line: “Only the original deserves your trust”.

Image 75 – Vintage DOXA Army
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Anyone who had ever seen a DOXA Army looked at the hands and went:
“wait a minute, they are not Army hands". The hour and minute hands are
from a SUB and who knows where the second hand came from. DOXA
claimed it was “an original picture of several executions back in the
beginning of the 70s”. They did follow it with another image showing a
watch dial and correct hands. Since then, there has been almost complete
radio silence about the DOXA Army. However, the story doesn’t end there.
That first image DOXA showed may indeed be a photo of a vintage
prototype or very limited release with SUB hour and minute hands.

Image 76 – Vintage DOXA Army
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The watch above turned up almost immediately afterwards and it looks
exactly like the one in the press release, even down to the white paint at
the end of the seconds hand.

Image 77 – Vintage DOXA Army Caseback

There is another thing about the watch that is different to the standard
DOXA Army. Go back and look at the caseback image further up. It shows
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the model number at the top of the caseback and the serial number at the
bottom. Now look at the image above. The serial number and model
number are both at the bottom of the caseback. Also compare the serial
number. It is more than 50 less than the lowest number of any vintage
Army seen so far. Whether the SUB hands Army watch is indeed a very
limited issue or a prototype will probably never be known but one thing
is for sure, it is pretty darned rare.
And that is pretty much where things lie with the ICE era DOXA Army. Were
the new DOXA management caught completely unawares by the Synchron
release? Would it have been better if they had just ignored it and quietly
kept working on their own version? In the interim, another company has
released a version of
the Army and many
people

feel

that

DOXA

missed

the

boat, their own boat
at

that.

However,

there is one thing
that an homage or
clone of the DOXA
Army will never have.
That

is

the

word

DOXA on the dial.
There is no doubt
that

DOXA

are

working on a new
version of the Army.
It

will

many

come,

and

people

are

waiting eagerly for
Image 78 – DOXA Army

that watch.
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Miscellaneous
Presentation Case
One of the things that added to the experience when buying a DOXA SUB
during the Marei Era was the Presentation Case that the watch came in. It
was an Aluminum tube and over time it became synonymous with the
DOXA SUB. Realistically the tube was a relatively inexpensive piece of
anodized Aluminum with a rubber cap and a shaped foam inner holder
for the watch, warranty card and bracelet screwdriver / springbar tool but
it was different from most other watch packages and it resonated well
with DOXA fans.

Image 79 – Marei Era Tube

For many people the case / box will be just a transport mechanism and
will be quickly consigned to a drawer or cupboard and only ever be taken
out if the watch is being sold. For many others on first receiving a watch,
the opening/packaging/reveal is a big part of the buying experience and
when spending several thousand dollars on a watch, people want the
whole experience. Nice packaging, nice documentation, a feel that
something extra special has gone into the complete product. Then they
stuff it in a drawer, but the good feel remains.
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Image 80 – ICE Era Box

Image 81 – ICE Era Box
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For ICE Era SUBs the tube has been replaced with a more comprehensive
package. Better in some ways but worse in others. The first thing that
greets you on opening the shipping box is a nice white cardboard
presentation box. It is very similar in thickness and quality to the Omega
and Rolex outer boxes.
However, the inner case is a disappointment. It looks and feels very similar
to a camera case. It is well made and bright and does a great job
protecting the watch during shipping and ultimately will go in a drawer
but it lacks a certain ‘je ne sais quoi’ that makes you think: “DOXA went
the extra mile with this”. Perhaps an aluminum box similar in size to the
present box and anodized to a nice orange color or an Aluminum version
of the Coppa Milano Sanremo box would have been a better choice.

Image 82 – Coppa Milano Sanremo Box

One thing that definitely is a step up from the Marei era watches package
is that along with the warranty card there is a small multi-language
operating instructions booklet which also contains brief highlights of the
DOXA history, information on other models and instructions on sizing the
rubber strap. This was a nice addition and appreciated by buyers.
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In fairness to the DOXA management, other than the Tube, DOXA
presentation cases have mostly been cardboard boxes. The image below
shows what the SUB 300T came in during the Synchron era.

Image 83 – Synchron Era Box

The original vintage SUB 300 did come in a metal box with a flip open lid.
However,

just

like

the

watches

themselves, these are extremely rare.
Perhaps in the future DOXA may
consider going back to its roots and
exploring the use of the original box.

Image 84 – Vintage SUB 300 Box
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Luminous Material
If there is one thing that DOXA get criticism for with the new generation
of SUBs, it is the lume. People complain that it doesn’t last long enough
in the ICE era SUBs.
Since DOXA was resurrected 20 years ago, the luminous material has been
Super-LumiNova. It is a compound of strontium aluminate and non-toxic
photoluminescent pigments which is energized by exposure to UV light.
Place your watch in bright sunshine for 5 minutes and it will glow like a
lighthouse. The brightness will decay over time but should still be
readable in the dark 6 to 8 hours later. Here is an interesting table on
Super-LumiNova brightness. The initial colors are dictated by whatever
pigment is used in the compound
Image 85 –
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Vintage SUBs used Tritium for the markers and hands. Tritium is
radioactive and it is the radioactive decay that energized the luminous
material it was mixed with. Tritium has a half life of 12.3 years so it is no
wonder vintage SUBs have little or no brightness left after 50 years.
DOXA have never said what color lume they use. But it is likey some of the
Marei era SUBs used C3 which looks a light yellow / green in daylight and
glows green in the dark. For ICE era SUBs the lume appears to be BGW9
for the Divingstar, Caribbean, and Aquamarine (white with blue glow) and
C1 for the Professional, Sharkhunter and Searambler (white with green
glow). The T.Graph uses “Light Old Radium” which is not shown on the
table above but has an orange hue in daylight which gives it a vintage
look. The afterglow turns into a yellow-green hue. Here is a lume shot of
a SUB 1200T Professional compared with a SUB 300T caribbean.

Image 86 – SUB 1200T – SUB 300T Luminosity

Note that the SUB 300T looks like it does not have a luminous pip on the
bezel. It actually does but it is very weak. The intensity and length of time
the lume glows is a function of how much of the lume there is and the
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‘strength’ and duration of time of light exposure. All things being equal,
it is not surprisingly a SUB minute hand is readable longer than an hour
hand or seconds hand. The following graph shows how exposure and type
of light source effects emission of Super-LumiNova.

Image 87 – Light Source and Exposure

There is even an ISO standard which defines how to measure a watch
component’s

luminous

decay.

ISO

17514:2004

Time-measuring

instruments — Photoluminescent deposits — Test methods and
requirements. This stipulates that the test piece should be charged for 20
minutes with a 400 lux D65 lamp.
There is another factor which influences the brightness and longevity of
Super-LumiNova and that is grade. There are: Standard Grade, Grade A
and Grade X1. Standard grade originated in 1994. Grade A came later and
has a flatter decay curve. Grade X1 is the highest quality currently on the
market. It is easier to activate, which means that it has to spend less time
in the sunlight to charge the pigments. It also has a flatter decay curve,
which means that it remains readable for much longer periods of time for
a given volume of application. Not all colors are available in X1 grade. For
example C1 is, BGW9 is not.
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Homages
Owners of the 40th Anniversary DOXA book will have read on page 243
the following: At the time of writing there are no DOXA fakes on the

market. It has been over ten years since that was written and as far as is
known, it is still correct. However, in the last 18 months there has been a
veritable explosion of homages to the DOXA SUB. At least 7 can be easily
tracked down and then there are many Seiko watches that have been
modified to look like a SUB.
Before going any further, it has to be recognized that from a patent point
of view there is nothing to stop anyone making a watch that looks like a
DOXA SUB. The only patent associated with the watch, the NoDeCo bezel,
expired almost thirty years ago so anyone is free to use the design. DOXA
have no claim to the BOR bracelet or Tonneau case or the hand set or dial
layout.

Image 88 – NoDeCo Bezel Patent
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Yes, all these things together constitute a DOXA SUB if it has the name
DOXA, which is trademarked, on it, but so far there are only homages, no
fakes.
The Synchron Military has already been discussed and it is a special case.
The DOXA Army was released when DOXA was part of the Synchron group.
Synchron is now under new ownership, but then so is DOXA. The case
used is a Synchron era case which was not the case used for the Army so
in many ways it is more of an homage to the look rather than being an
exact copy.
And the same is true for three of the recent homages. They all use the
same thicker Synchron case which has never been used in a modern DOXA
SUB. What shows just how fast the homage scene is moving, is that the
Synchron Military / DOXA Army have now been replicated!

Image 89 – Spot the SUB

Originally the homages just used the Synchron case, but then there was a
very close approximation of the modern SUB 300, which used a similar
thin vintage / modern case and the ICE era ‘Top Hat’ sapphire crystal. The
only thing from it being a true “squint and you think it is a DOXA” was the
lack of NoDeCo bezel. For the homages there almost seemed to be a bit
of ‘don’t use the NoDeCo bezel’ thing going on, but that didn’t last and
now we have an homage using the Synchron case with a true imperial
NoDeCo bezel that really does pass the ‘squint test’ and costs a fraction
of the price of a SUB 300T.
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All the homages to date use a Seiko NH35A movement. It is arguably not
in the same league as an ETA 2824-2 or Selitta SW200-1 used in a DOXA
SUB but it is a workhorse movement that the man on the street can buy
for less than $40. It literally is not a movement you need to service. You
throw it away and buy a new one.
For anyone who has never seen one of the homages up close, the obvious
question is: as these are all made in China, is the quality any good? The
honest answer has to be: yes it is! The more expensive ones definitely are
well made with excellent fit and finish and the overall package of watch,
dial and hands finishing and presentation case / wallet are surprisingly
good. The bracelet could even be considered better than the Marei era
SUB bracelet. The cheaper ones are also well made and undercut the price
of the more expensive ones by 50%.
The thinnest of the homages wears far better than a lot of DOXAs. It uses
a thinner bezel very reminiscent of that on the SUB 4000T and for many
people the watch would make a better entry level SUB than the 200.
Image 89 – Spot the DOXA SUB
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There is a famous expression that says: “Be careful what you wish for, you
just might get it”. There is no doubt that the ICE era DOXA management
has dramatically increased the global awareness of the brand, but it may
have come at a cost. For almost 20 years the DOXA SUB was like a mythical
beast. Loved and owned by almost a select group of cognoscente who
considered it the best dive watch no-one knew about and it was our little
secret. Well, that secret is now out and not only is the general watch
buying public more aware of the SUB but so too are the homage
manufactures.
The reality of it all is that it is unlikely that the homages will take money
out of DOXA’s coffers. DOXA is a brand steeped in dive watch history. If
you really want a DOXA SUB you will save up and buy a DOXA SUB. The
homages will scratch an itch for those who like the style but either can’t
or don’t want to pay $2,000 to find out if it is the watch for them. There
can also be an argument made that the homages will actually increase
awareness of the DOXA SUB and drive a certain amount of business
towards the DOXA brand.
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again. No matter how good any DOXA SUB
lookalike is, it will never have the one thing that makes a DOXA SUB unique
and worth owning and that is the name DOXA on the dial.

Image 90 – Diver Dan’s Favorite Watch
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One More Thing
This is usually the place where I tease some new watch or ‘secret’
information regarding what’s next from DOXA. Unfortunately, I no longer
have an ‘inside line’ so now it really is a wish list from someone who after
20 years is still just a big fanboy at heart.
My wishes for the ICE era are:
A Dr. Clive Cussler DOXA SUB in honor of what he did to keep the watch
alive.
DOXA going back to treating customers like they are part of a select family
by supplying easily serviceable parts like crowns, bezels, click springs
and endpieces to watchmakers.
Revert to using the older 300T endpieces design and make a bracelet with
flat endpieces similar to those used on the vintage watches.
Give a special order option of choosing the old style bracelet clasp with
the 300T.
Show both DOXA and Jenny the respect their history and achievements
deserve. Use ‘DOXA by Jenny’. If you really want to put the Jenny fish on
a DOXA watch do this:
Make a special edition SUB using a Jenny Monobloc case. It truly
would be a melding of two great and historically significant dive
watch companies. Make the watch. It will sell.
Don’t forget where you came from. The Marei era was as significant as the
Vintage, Synchron and Aubry eras. It should be embraced, not buried.
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Doing research and writing this book made me realize a few things. A lot
has happened in the last 2 years. DOXA as an entity has changed. It's not
just as simple as there is a new guy at the top, the whole machinery of
how they do business has changed and it is now so obvious that it had to
change in order to grow. It was the right move. The Innovation,
Consolidation and Expansion is happening and it bodes well for the
future.
The world has also changed. The supply chain in the watch world has been
greatly affected by availability and lead times and ETA movements are no
longer available to anyone outside the Swatch group. It was just one more
thing the new DOXA management had to deal with. In hindsight, think I
should have cut the new management some slack.
I guess it's kind of like my favorite football team.
It's early in the season, there is some tough opposition out there and we
have some new players on board who are still finding their feet. But we
have the greatest fans in the world and they are rooting for us to succeed.
There will be some rough patches and lost games but we are giving it
everything we've got to win.
And to Jan Edöcs, I’d say this: You are the keeper of the DOXA flame now.
It is a far bigger responsibility than just running a watch company. DOXA
fans old and new will be relying on you to steer the DOXA ship through
what are now global stormy waters. Here’s to a fair wind and smooth
sailing.
I think I speak for many people: we are all eagerly waiting to see what
DOXA brings out next. I’m sure it will be spectacular.
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